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Naked

CB1000R

Genuine Accessories

A wide range of specially designed Honda Genuine
Accessories is available to help you make the most of your
bike’s endless possibilities. Honda’s attention to detail means
you can confidently take on highway speeds without
compromising control or convenience. Even better, each
accessory is quality tested and guaranteed for two years.

Please visit our website at www.honda-access.com

Comfort

08T50-MFN-800A

patented 5-step heat-adjustable grip
heater
integrated circuit automatically
protects the battery from draining

Heated grip kit

08F82-MFN-820A black/beige
08F82-MFN-810A black/grey

stylish with Alcantara covered pillion
seat

Pillion seat kit

08F82-MFN-820 black/beige
08F82-MFN-810 black/grey

stylish with Alcantara covered rider's
seat

Rider seat kit

08F62-MFN-800A

compact and stylish titanium-look rear
brake air guide
replaces the factory standard one

Rear brake air guide kit



Luggage

08L63-KAZ-011

holds luggage to rear carrier and pillion
seat
black colour

Cargo net

08L56-KAZ-800

can contain an A4-size file (not A4
binder)
approximately 13L of carrying
capacity
includes rain cover

Magnetic tankbag (13L)

Decoration

08F85-MFN-810 recommended for silver unit

3D light chrome CB1000R logo set
to be applied on left and right rear cowl

3D logo set (1)

08F85-MFN-820 recommended for black, white and green units

3D dark chrome CB1000R logo set
to be applied on left and right rear cowl

3D logo set (2)

08F48-MFN-840A GY-139M Dragon Green Metallic
08F48-MFN-830A NH-A95M Sword Silver Metallic
08F48-MFN-820A NH-A16P Pearl Cool White
08F48-MFN-810A NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black

colour-matched ornament is placed
on the clutch cover to give a nice
personal touch to the bike
can be combined with crankcase ring
set

Clutch cover ornament kit

08F48-MFG-890A GY-139M Dragon Green Metallic
08F48-MFG-880A NH-A95M Sword Silver Metallic
08F48-MFG-870A NH-A16P Pearl Cool White
08F48-MFG-810A NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black

colour-matched covers placed on the
crankcase
gives a personal touch to the bike

Crankcase cover set

08F48-MFN-800

set of left and right nylon crankcase
rings
enhances the crankcase ornaments
when combined

Crankcase ring set

08P61-MEE-800A

HRC-badged carbon-print fuel lid cap
cover

Fuel filler pad kit
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08F60-MFN-800

compact and stylish titanium-look
meter visor
replaces the factory standard one

Meter visor kit

08F61-MFN-800

stylish titanium-look oil filter cover
replaces the factory standard one

Oil filter cover kit

08F62-MFN-800

stylish titanium-look radiator shroud
set
replaces the factory standard shrouds

Radiator shroud kit

08F44-MFN-800A

stylish titanium-look undertray that
covers the factory standard rear
mudguard irregularities
featuring the CB1000R logo

Rear mudguard undertray kit

08F74-MFN-840 GY-139M Dragon Green Metallic
08F74-MFN-830 NH-A95M Sword Silver Metallic
08F74-MFN-820 NH-A16P Pearl Cool White
08F74-MFN-810 NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black

easy-to-mount rear seat cowl
replaces the pillion seat
gives the bike a more focused look
easy access to the carrying space
underneath

Rear seat cowl

08F44-MFN-800

stylish titanium-look side cover set
covers the factory standard ones

Side cover set

08F84-MFJ-870A green colour
08F84-MFJ-860A silver colour
08F84-MFJ-830A blue colour
08F84-MFJ-820A red colour
08F84-MFJ-810A white colour

contains round-shaped 3-piece strips
for easy application and a perfect fit on
two 17-inch wheels
Honda Racing logo can be applied if
preferred

Wheel sticker set

Protection

08P64-MFN-800

supreme-quality carbon-fibre front
mudguard
gives your bike that extra racy look
soft edges and applied clear coat
guarantee perfect finish

Carbon fibre front mudguard
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08F63-MFN-800

supreme-quality carbon-fibre hugger
gives your bike that extra racy look
soft edges and applied clear coat
guarantee perfect finish

Carbon fibre hugger

08P59-MFN-800

moulded carbon-fibre guard
to be applied on swingarm to protect
it from boot scuffs

Carbon fibre swingarm protector

08P34-MFN-800

luxury red/black coloured indoor cycle
cover
classy design
for indoor bike protection
dust-repellent and breathable fabric
does not allow condensation to form
internally teaseled to protect the
bodywork from scratches

Indoor cycle cover

08P34-BC2-801

protects paintwork against U.V. rays
water-resistant breathable fabric that
allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid
fluttering
two holes in front lower area for easy
introduction of the U-lock

Outdoor cycle cover

08P73-KBV-800

A4 size, may be cut to suit
protects paintwork against scratches
self-adhesive

Protective film

Anti-Theft

08E55-MFN-800A

compact alarm unit with 118dB siren
and back-up battery
low-consumption sleep mode to
protect the battery from draining
movement and shock detector
featuring 8 sensitivity settings
easy and reliable model-specific
installation by means of connectors
and pre-wiring

AVERTO alarm kit

08M53-MFL-800

tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock
fits under the seat

U-lock

08M53-MFN-800

fitting kit to ensure a secure and rattle-
free U-lock storage

U-Lock fitting kit
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